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CISS Monthly Status Meeting
Wednesday, August 1, 2012
Attendees
Michael Baribault (Southington PD), George Battle (DESPP), Jeffrey Blatter (Avon PD), Susan Brown
(DPDS), Carmine Centrella (CRCOG), Jeffrey Dobratz (Southington PD), David Dove (DSJ IT), James
Gauthier (Groton PD), Steven Hall, Darryl Hamblett, Joan Hilliard (DESPP), Todd Lawrie (Clinton PD), Karl
Lewis (DOC), Michael Krzynowek (Enfield PD), Lobb James (CSSD), Drew O’Connor (Rocky Hill PD), Mark
Rinaldo (Avon PD), Nancy Roberts (DPDS), Jeff Rodick, (EHPD), Carl Rosensweig (Granby PD), Celia Siefert
(CSSD), Susan Brown (DPDS), Thomas Sutkowski (DJS IT), Vannais Jeffrey (E Hartford PD), Richard
Vibberts, Terry Walker (DJS IT), Gary Willett (E Hartford PD).
CJIS Staff
Wayne Allen, Dennis Gaige, Nancy Grzesiuk, Tammi Harris, Rick Ladendecker, Lucy Landry, Nance
McCauley, Joonsuk Noh, Margaret Painter, April Panzer, Russ Robitaille, Marcia Rogers, Kumara
Subramanian, Mark Tezaris, Sean Thakkar, Ram-Reddy Tippani; Phil Conen (Xerox) and George Perron
(NEOS).
I.



II.









Welcome
Sean Thakkar opened the meeting at 1:05 with a welcome to the first CISS Status Meeting. He
asked everyone to introduce themselves.
CISS is a very large project that’s going to go on for 5-plus years, so the demonstration today is a
“very small slice.” Right now, there are 120 million records — a lot of other databases are going to
tie in.
Presentation
Mr. Thakkar introduced Mark Tezaris, who began the PowerPoint presentation. [Attached to these
minutes]
In order to tackle a very large project, we have to break it down into waves (wave slide)
We’re going to develop team sites — SharePoint sites, customized for your agency. There is a
SharePoint template that we work from; at some point CJIS will contact your agency to work with
you to customize that site to reflect your organization.
The entry point is the RMS system — we are building an interface to pull info from CAD-RMS
systems into CISS
The first effort was to take the requirements from two years ago and validate them; elaborate the
requirements; at the same time, build the system based on those requirements.
If there is anything you want more information on, take a note and let us know.
Reviewed July activities and plans for August and beyond.
Ms. McCauley will be contacting the end users to get feedback on the user interface and get that
feedback to Xerox.
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In order to monitor the risks, we have a process — Independent Validation & Verification — that
identifies risks to the project. Reviewed the IV&V slide.

Question from audience: Define what agency means to you? Answer: when CJIS talks about
“agencies,” we are talking about all of the entities that will conduct transactions with CISS —
including DESPP, the CPCA (and the local departments it represents). We will also work with CADRMS vendors insofar as necessary for the project.

Mr. Tezaris discussed the importance of communication, to keep all of our stakeholders informed,
and to get feedback from our stakeholder agencies.

Mr. Tezaris emphasized feedback from those attending these meetings; let us know what your
questions are and we will ensure that they are answered.

Regarding internal communication, Mr. Tezaris asked that those attending meetings pass on
information within your agency.

Ms. McCauley discussed business management of CISS, and recent progress made. [Slide 11]

Noted that documents from all of your agencies have been reviewed and validated. The team has
made site visits and participated in ride-alongs to get a better sense of the jobs they do.

Ms. McCauley thanked all of the business people who allowed us to do these visits.

She noted a meeting was held with the RMS and CAD vendors to begin to familiarize them with the
project.

The next steps are going to be looking at the credentialing process; how claims and roles will be
defined with in CISS.

CISS screen mock-ups will be sent out seeking feedback on how we want the CISS screens to
appear.

Ms. McCauley also noted her team will be working to determine how to take the agency source
system data and map it to the information we need for the CISS project.

We have a lot of work in front of us — we couldn’t do this without you.

Rick Ladendecker, Senior Technology Architect, gave an overview. Several staff members have
recently joined the team; he described their credentials.

He described a methodology whereby certain processes can be done once and then replicated
many times; similarly the team is working on ways to streamline the gathering of data.

Mr. Ladendecker talked about technology workshops, which will be scheduled for the next few
months; details will be forthcoming.

Mr. Ladendecker emphasized that CJIS does not want to “own” the technology; the technology will
be shared with all stakeholders. These workshops are going to be hands-on, where they can “see
and touch” it.
III. CISS Live Demonstration

Mr. Tezaris introduced Phil Conen, of Xerox.

Mr. Cohen gave an overview of the CISS technology, reviewing slides 14-20, and then began the live
demonstration.

Mr. Conen went through a live demonstration starting with an explanation of the security and
authentication processes. He reviewed simple, advanced, fast, and wild-card searches, as well as
unstructured searches — all of which showed the system’s powerful speed and indexing abilities.
For example, he had the system sort roughly 4.1 million names (120 million records) based on date
of birth; that search took approximately 4/10 of a second. During the presentation, Mr. Conen
answered a number of questions, most of which concerned security issues. The live CISS
presentation lasted roughly 30 minutes.

If everything goes right, OBTS will be fully searchable in November 2012.
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IV. Questions and Discussion

The questions, comments, and resulting discussion were wide-ranging. The following is an overview
(not necessarily in chronological order).

Active Directory: In agencies that have Active Directories, will CISS have other levels of passwords?
Phil Conen: You have an identity provider, which in your case is your Active Directory, so the
authentication of you as a valid user to use that AD; when you log into it, and you pass through to
CISS, it takes that information and builds your token based on that, and passes that to CISS. Sean
Thakkar added that CISS will create standards for agencies that use ADs, but ultimately it will be the
responsibility of the PD Chief to govern access. Each agency will be provisioning its own users.

Audit process? The audit process will occur at all levels from local to system-wide. If you’re in a
local PD, your systems administrator will have access to all your audit logs so you can do your own
audit anytime you want to. At an agency level, and at the Governance Board level, administrators
will be able to audit. Flags will be built into the system to alert to non-standard use.

Discussion of security: Rick Ladendecker: There will be internal certificates and public-facing
certificates. Mr. Thakkar: The security we are implementing with this system meets the highest
Federal and State standards.

About access to CISS: CISS will be an internet-based system, so all that is needed is an internet
connection (and, of course, the credentials to log in).

What will happen to OBTS data? Mr. Thakkar: Once CISS is fully operational, OBTS data will
become legacy data. CISS will initially not have anything in there; as we start to populate CISS, from
the data sources that were previously feeding OBTS, the data there will just become legacy data.
OBTS will not further expand. Also note that OBTS has never been the source of record. For all
practical purposes, OBTS will go away.

Format of meetings: Celia Siefert and Terry Walker suggested structuring the meetings so there is
an opportunity to pose questions ahead of time for the group to discuss. Mr. Tezaris agreed.

Concern about smaller agencies, like the Granby police department that don’t have their own IT
departments. Mr. Thakkar stated that CJIS would assist when needed. There will be computerbased training sessions (so participants don’t need to be on site).

Databases that will feed in to CISS; will CAPTAN be included. Mr. Thakkar: There will be between
15-20 databases feeding in initially and CAPTAN is one of them.

Question about where resulting search data came from: The provenance of any information will
be spelled out. The originating agency and/or database will remain the “owner” of that
information.

Question: What if I don’t have the authorization to see all of the information about an offender?
Will there be an indication that information is being withheld? If you’re not allowed to see the
particular record, it won’t show it all; some info may be redacted. Some commented that they
would like the system to be able to give them a general idea of what they are prohibited from
seeing in a search; to know that there is more information, but that they don’t have permission to
see it.

Question about integration with CAD-RMS: CJIS is looking at this. We know that all vendors will
have to be CISS certified.

Comments from Joan Hilliard: As you build this out, I think it will be important to get feedback
from the people who will be working with it every day — the dispatchers and detectives — and get
their feedback. Mr. Thakkar agreed.

Question about personalization of SharePoint sites: Each department’s SharePoint site for CISS
can be personalized for the particular look and feel of your agency or department.
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What network is this running on here? Running on local network right now; but will run on PSDN,
so it will comply with FIPS.
Connecting with COLLECT? In the future we will be able to connect with COLLECT. We are not going
to replace COLLECT. Because it is an NCIC system owned by the FBI. Because we are CJIS-compliant
and there are other states that have systems similar to CISS that have been able to connect to their
local NCIC-switch, we assume we will be able to connect with COLLECT.
Question about access to all records, including those from local departments. Mr. Thakkar: Some
history: Two years ago, we got together as a community, for a 2-week process, to say ‘What do we
want in CISS?’ We came up with 588 transactions that our world consists of. Out of the 588
transactions, the key stakeholders got together and there are 46 that we want to do first because it
makes most sense from a business perspective (e.g., UAR, etc.). That included the key stakeholders,
including the CPCA. That will be the information we will be looking for from your RMS system. And
then we will go on to the next set of transactions.
Security question: Will the system be agency-agnostic? Will there be a system login? Phil Conen:
Essentially, yes.
Records retention: Joan Hilliard asked about how long records will be retained. Who decides what
information will be retained or discarded? Particularly with paper files. CISS will never be the
system of record. If you delete them from your system, then they’re gone. Mr. Thakkar: This is a
conundrum that we as a criminal justice system have to decide upon. (Example noted of BOPP
needing information for parole decisions.) Records supervisor: aspects of paper records; concealed
electronic records. You can’t just throw away records; there is a process. Requires further
discussion. Ms. McCauley: There are State statutes governing records retention. Mr. Thakkar: we
will bring it up with the Governing Board’s administrative committee for more discussion.
Comment from Ms. Hilliard: I think it’s important to make local PDs aware of what CISS was
conceived for. Right now we’re looking at queries; that’s not the main purpose of CISS. Local
departments need to understand why CISS was built and know the records they possess should be
available to CISS.
Mr. Thakkar thanked all for attending, and asked that attendees share information gained here
with their agency staff. The meeting concluded at 2:55 p.m.

The next CISS Monthly Status update meeting will be Wednesday, October 3, 2012, 1 p.m., 101 East
River Drive, East Hartford, CT.
Margaret Painter recorded the minutes.

